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Why residential
complexes?



Starting point

The phenomenon of gated communities as one of the most extreme residential 

representations of spatial segregation in the urban landscape.

➢GCs is a residential model firstly popularized in countries such as United States, United Kingdom, as well as

other areas of Latin American, Africa and Asia continents (E. J. Blakely & Snyder, 1997; Wu & Weber, 2004;

Roitman & Phelps, 2011). Its spatial presence in urban context has increased since late 20th century, and

simultaneously, its importance as subject of study.

➢GCs are normally framed in a context of neoliberal economic globalisation where the privatisation of space

accelerates processes of voluntary social segregation and polarisation (Grant & Mittelsteadt, 2004; Vesselinov,

2012; Hita-Alonso, Sáchez-Hita & Muñoz-Alcaraz, 2014).

➢GCs as private residential developments, closed to general traffic and perfectly delimited by fences, walls or

other natural barriers (Ginting, & Sakinah, 2018; Rafiemanzelat, 2017). From this spatial demarcation, the aim is

to create a residential space whose residents share the same lifestyles, as well as leisure and consumption.
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What about the spanish context? 

➢The context peculiarities matter:

• Legislative regulation of GCs in Spain? → Ley 49/1960 de Propiedad Horizontal

➢General working hypothesis:

• There exists other alternative forms to ‘live among similar’ manifested across the 

urban landscape

➢ Spanish metropolitan delimitation (Feria Toribio, 2010)

• Metropolitan area of Granada → Consolidated metropolitan area 

• Residence-work mobility
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A new conceptual 
approach 

Broader and more flexible 
conceptualization of this ‘living 
among similar’ from which this 
emerge (GCs)

Residential… complex, 

compound or community?

Still in process of definition



Objectives of the 
thesis?



Research objectives

➢Main objective:

The study of residential complexes, as a rising socio-urban reality in the

metropolitan area of Granada.

➢Specific objectives:

1. Empirical analysis of the presence of what we refers to as a 'residential

complex’ in the metropolitan area of Granada.

2. To study the socio-spatial relationships that are established in these

residential complexes, as well as the main reasons why individuals finally

decide to reside in such residential complexes.
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How can these objectives 
be achieved?



Methodology

➢Two spatial levels:

1. Regional level: metropolitan region of Andalusia

1.1. Socio-economic residential segregation of the 
Andalusian metropolitan areas.

2. Local level: metropolitan area of Granada

2. Local level:

2.1. Identification and quantification of residential complexes 

2.2. Study of the socio-spatial relations in the residential 

complexes
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1.1. Socio-economic segregation in Andalusia

➢ Residential socio-economic segregation

• Comparison between upper-middle and working classes

• Population and Housing Census (2001 and 2011) 

➢Methodological issues: 

1. Non-representative sample at census tract level in 2011 

census

2. Possible solution? Grouping census tracts into larger and 

more representative spatial units.
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2.1. Identification and quantification 
of residential complexes

➢ Sources used: 

➢ Google Earth (pro)

➢ Spanish cadaster (webpage)

➢How it can be done? previous researches:

• Vidal, M., Domene, E., & Saurí, D. (2011). Changing geographies of

water‐related consumption: residential swimming pools in suburban Barcelona.

Area, 43(1), 67-75. doi: 10.1111/j.1475-4762.2010.00961.x

• Zambon, I., Serra, P., Sauri, D., Carlucci, M., & Salvati, L. (2017). Beyond the

‘Mediterranean city’: Socioeconomic disparities and urban sprawl in three

Southern European cities. Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography,

99(3), 319-337. doi: 10.1080/04353684.2017.129485

• Villar Lama, A., & García Martín, M. (2016). Ciudad segregada en España:

urbanizaciones cerradas en Valencia y Sevilla. Revista INVI, 31(86), 145-177.
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2.2. Study of the socio-spatial relations in the 
residential complexes

➢Research technique: 

The Madrid School of Qualitative Research: discourse analysis 

Ref.: 

Conde Gutiérrez del Álamo. F. (2009). Análisis sociológico del sistema 
de discursos. CIS - Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas.

➢Total interviews conducted: 20 interviews (May-July 2020) 

*COVID-19 lockdown

➢What’s next?  → Focus groups (first semester of 2022) 
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Age

Young

Adults

Old people

Type of dwelling

Single person
household

Family household 
with children

Family household 
without children

Social class

Upper-middle class

Middle class

Working class

Type of
urbanization

Gated

Semi-gated

Opened

Face-to-face interviews

Non-face-to-face interviews



Preliminar 
analysis?



Database 
analysis

Table 1: Construction of residential complexes typology

Note: Compiled by authors
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Table 2: Type and complexity of common facilities

Note: Compiled by authors



Albolote municipality

Table 3: Type of compound depending on the enclosure strategy

Note: Compiled by authors



Atarfe municipality

Table 3: Type of compound depending on the enclosure strategy

Note: Compiled by authors



Granada municipality

Table 3: Type of compound depending on the enclosure strategy

Note: Compiled by authors



2.2. Study of the socio-spatial relations in the 
residential complexes

Figure 1: The “living among similar“ sense and the experiences of cohabitation 

in the interviewees' narratives

When the "living among similar" and

cohabitation converge: when it is successful

and harmonious coexistence is achieved.

When "living among similar" and cohabitation

diverge: people in the housing complex are

similar status and yet there is some conflict; but

there can also be harmonious coexistence despite

status disparities.



Figure 2: Two different types of discourse when the “living among similar” does 

not produce the desired effects 

Failed

In full

Working class Upper-middle 

class

M. - aham... but the initial idea was that it should be

closed?

E18. - of course

E18a. - yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes...

E18 - the common areas with their...

E18a. - to have no one else than the people who lives in this

residential complex... to have the complex only for the

people of the complex

E18. - with their signposts, their pretty lampposts, but...

E18a. - we even had litter bins!

E18. - we had litter bins, the bins were ripped up, they ["the

others"] were thrown away... it's just that... na… here you

come and you say 'what a shame' of course... it's just that

you can't do anything else...

(Working class couple, 60 and 65 years old) 
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"Hard-working

people"



"Liberal 

professionals"

Figure 2: Two different types of discourse when the “living among similar” does 

not produce the desired effects 

Failed

In full

Working class Upper-middle 

class

M. - aham... only? no students or...?

E13. - No, no. Students... I think everyone is working, this

[the complex] is not a student flat profile

M. - oh...

E13. - well... I don't know, the location is very high up and... I

don't know… maybe it's because of the price, it might be a bit

restrictive for... students, and... I don't know, because it’s for

very... very "puretas” people [adult people], people who have

lived for many years in shared flats and they retire here... this

is a wonderful place, eh?... it has a swimming pool, its own

swimming pool... wonderful, with views to the Alhambra,

the balconies overlook the Alhambra directly, ahm... it has

common areas, it was an hotel in the past!, so imagine that...

(Upper-middle class man, 47 years old) 

"Hard-working

people"
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"The bad

apple"

Figure 2: Two different types of discourse when the “living among similar” does 

not produce the desired effects 

Failed

In full

Working class Upper-middle 

class

"Liberal 

professionals"

E4. - (...) at the beginning, ahm... we used to get together a group

of people, we used to get together a group of neighbours and it

was very nice, it was very nice... because we did this... everyone

brought something and we all ate together, we used to get

together there in the attic or we got together a couple of times in

the flat of one, which has a flat in... in one, unified two floors

and... but since the problem of the garages arose, uh...

M. - Yes...

E4. - and we all opened up and there was a general unease

and... we lost all that... why? why? because of what I'm telling

you, it's like... it's like when you come from shopping in a

basket and you bring a bad apple...

M. - Aham...

E4. - the next day several of them are rotten, and after a

week you have to throw away the basket

(Working class woman, 63 years old) 
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"The bad

apple"

Figure 2: Two different types of discourse when the “living among similar” does 

not produce the desired effects 

Failed

In full

Working class Upper-middle 

class

"Liberal 

professionals"

Normalisation 

of the conflict

M. - So there are also children in the urbanization?

E18a. - Yes!

E18. - yes, well... there are a lot of young people living here

M. - oh...

E18. - young people... there are a lot of married couples,

moreover... the flats have been very affordable (...) the housing

has gone up a lot... not like when I bought it... and... from when I

bought it to now, it has gone down half by half

[...]

E18. - there are squatters, there are water hook-ups like

everywhere... there are electricity hook-ups... but of course

that's what I say if they steal it from... the Sevillana company

[water company]… as long as they don't touch the neighbours...

me for example, my meters... which so far they haven't...

E18a. - there have been no problems…

(Working class couple, 60 and 65 years old) 
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Figure 2: Two different types of discourse when the “living among similar” does 

not produce the desired effects 

E12. - (...) what I can't understand is that some neighbours

when they came here, those were the conditions and if they

came here because of how well looked after it was and

how well they lived here, that they have been... in charge

of breaking up the community.

M. - How to break up?

E12. - of course the... [again, "tss"] the quality is not going

to be the same, it's clear... here something breaks down

and... the next day it's being fixed (...) if the council has to

fix it, you spend months there for them to fix it... there was a

water problem and so on and at night it was fixed at three,

four... at whatever time it was and the council is not going

to give you... it is not going to give you the services that

the community is giving you... there are neighbours who

want to save on community expenses, so they prefer to lose

quality of life... it is incomprehensible why you came to

live here

(Upper class man, 78 years old) 
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Figure 2: Two different types of discourse when the “living among similar” does 

not produce the desired effects E3.- among us... there is... let's say there is respect and

education... polite, respectful people... and well... well, from

time to time... the neighbourhood meetings, as we have common

areas... eh... well, there have been some... let's say

misunderstandings between neighbours and... but it has been

solved... with... well that, talking and... and there are people who

reason and... and... I tell you, above all education and... and

respect, which is what most... eh... what most... what most... what

most abounds, that's why there are... things don't go as far as...

M. - aham...

E3. - I mean... [again, "tss"], you know? that... that things don't

get worse... let's say that there are no... that there are no

arguments or... or... or... or bad feelings... well, there are

some between them because... (laughs) well, they had

misunderstandings about an awning and I don't know what and

so on, but well... in the end... I don't know if they talk to each

other, if they still talk to each other or not but they were... well,

they are two doctors next to each other and also from the same

promotion, by the way (laughs)

(Upper-middle class man, 47 years old) 
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What about Covid-19?? 
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